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About This Game
D.W.A.R.F.S. is an abbreviation for Dapper Wacky Although Rather Fierce Squad.
Welcome to the Magic Forest! Whenever there is trouble, every single animal,
big or small, can count on the dwarfs' help. Although it may seem like the
squad prefer relaxation to work, the dwarfs are the greatest rescue unit
in the Magic Forest, and they are always ready for action!
D.W.A.R.F.S. is a logic-adventure game embedded in a fairytale world of magic creatures, dwarfs and
animals. In the game you will come across several types of NPCs (squirrels, frogs, hedgehogs, gnomes etc.),
and control 6 dwarfs (Macro, Hoplo, Bingo, Reperto, Retro, and Klepto), each of which has unique abilities.
Each of the 5 game locations is designed for approximately 2 hours of gameplay.
Features
-5 game locations (town in the Magic Forest, Prison, Circus, Beavers Dam, D.W.A.F.S. abode
-Logical and thought-provoking puzzles
-Play as 7 different D.W.A.R.F.S. characters
-Several types of NPC’s
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This showed up on the store page and I really liked the look of it. I decided to buy and I was deeply impressed. It's a fun game
with some depth and playability. I love the dice, the difficulty balance, the set-up, everything. It's a game that has a lot going for
it. In fact, I like it so much, that I've hunted down the physical game and intend to buy it as soon as I can talk to my game shop
about bringing it in. Hopefully the Steam version will release expansions by DLC. I know there's already one for the physical
game.. I don't even know where should I start with
Pro
<This is a blank space> (On purpose)
Cons
<This list will be infinite>

Anyway start off with gameplay.
This is not a game, it's more of a prototype that is created with unity pre-packed stuff that the developer just throw into the
game.
Buggy unit, Buggy tower placement, Lack of next-wave information, Lack of description, Buggy life-(No idea what happened
on level 3 when I just lose for no reason even cleared whole waves) or the game is suppose to end at wave 3.
Regardless still.
Don't buy this prototype, be warned if you did.. Fun little asteroids type achievment hunter game. the 50 or so cents you'll pay
for it on sale is well worth the price imo for an hour or two of amusement.. This game sparks my imagination!. I tentatively give
this game a positive review. It's a fun experience that had me playing it into the late hours of the night, though it lacks
meaningful content in several regards. Chance encounters while travelling are disinteresting as they are harmless. Class building
is interesting, but once you've found a winning solution (Which you generally will in the early portion of the mid-game) you
have no reason to deviate from it. Every fight becomes the same series of motions with singular boss fights managing to be the
most boring of them all, although it is fairly satisfying to CRUSH a boss in two to three turns.
It's still great fun, especially if you enjoy a casual RPG experience (With a story that's passable, but nothing fascinating, and the
humor can be very hit-or-miss), however, as a fan of games that take the more "screw you" approach to chance encounters, this
game very much fails to deliver on that. For example, you roll a 1 while travelling from one node to the other, and you're just as
likely to benefit from it as you would if a good event happened. In Darkest Dungeon, that would be one of your heroes stepping
on a trap, or interacting with an object on their own and receiving a negative result. While it seems like you have no control over
that, you do based upon your chosen classes and who has what character trait. In Galaxy of Pen and Paper, you're give four
options, 3\/4 of which should give you a purely positive benefit, and the last one is usually something like "-1 health, +10
credits" (At no point is 1 health significant).
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And the lack of a hard mode absolutely adds to the disappointment factor. With frequent level imbalances (Typically enemies
are underleveled even if you weren't grinding on the side) you'll almost always be for lack of challenge. I'd often choose the
route that causes fights over avoiding them because fights are far more rewarding than detrimental. So again, IF you like a game
with challenge, the studio's previous game Chroma Squad is an overall better experience.
I've listed a lot of negatives as a "buyer beware" sort of thing, but I STILL recommend giving the game a go if all that doesn't
put you off.. Amazing. It's basically QWOP with frogs. It feels so satisfying climbing up someone else.. Fun game with a
Binding of Isaac kind of style.
Interesting controller support, I love that you can map it however you want to fit your controller.

+1 for awesome devs too. We probably came back to annoy them\/play their game demo about 20+ times during pax east..
Excellent game given the $4.99 price point. I will admit after ~20hours I feel like I've hit my limit in terms of content but to me
that is well worth a $5 purchase. The game doesn't hand hold you like new-er games which I consider a positive while
apparently some others disagree.
I personally run the game on a Win10 system with no issue, so I can't talk to the compatibility complaints others are having. It
seems like it wants to be some kind of bullet hell type of game, but nothing seems to work like it should, there's little to no
guidance on what to do, and the UI is absolutely terrible. I'd only recommend getting this if it's cheap, but even its cards are
expensive.
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Sorry Developers of this Game but I dont have many if anything good to say about this game. It is a walking disaster, a horrible
wreck, needs overhaul on all gameplay aspects or just a REDO. The character design is decent and that is about all I have good
to say, I would never waste my money on this game, good thing I got in a huge bundle so it was like 20 cents. STAY FAR
AWAY from Heavy Fire if you know whats good for ya. Im rating this game a 1.5/10 which is probably the l;owest score I have
given, sorry guys and try again.. not happy with this - no subtitles. Fun game team building crafting horde like town Defane
game. Still too many bugs, can't play with friends on multi because battle always have endless block.
Just look on that: https://youtu.be/ZaD6x1LSZeU?t=906. i thought it was for computer, being stupid and not cheaking it i
bought it.
in the video clip it should SAY its not for computer.
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